A characteristic hot-filament type X-ray generator was constructed for irradiation of cultured cells. The source provides copper K, iron K, chromium K, molybdenum L, aluminium K and carbon K shell characteristic X-rays. When cultured mouse m5S cells were irradiated and frequencies of dicentrics were fitted to a linear-quadratic model, Y = α D + β D 2 , the chromosomal effectiveness was not a simple function of photon energy. The α -terms increased with the decrease of the photon energy and then decreased with further decrease of the energy with an inflection point at around 10 keV. The β -terms stayed constant for the photon energy down to 10 keV and then increased with further decrease of energy. Below 10 keV, the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) at low doses was proportional to the photon energy, which contrasted to that for high energy X-or γ -rays where the RBE was inversely related with the photon energy. The reversion of the energy dependency occurred at around 1-2 Gy, where the RBE of soft X-rays was insensitive to X-ray energy. The reversion of energy-RBE relation at a moderate dose may shed light on the controversy on energy dependency of RBE of ultrasoft X-rays in cell survival experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Soft X-rays with energy below 30 keV provide a unique probe for studying the mechanisms of radiation-induced damage to biological systems since their interaction with materials is mostly photoelectric action which produces photoelectrons and Auger electrons with discrete kinetic energy. Soft X-rays are currently available as synchrotron orbit radiations. 1) However, since the pioneering work of Lea and his colleagues,
2) low-energy characteristic X-rays have been also successfully used in radiation biology 3) and have provided significant information on the energy deposition over nano-or micrometer dimensions within living cells and their relevance to cell inactivation, mutation induction, malignant transformation and chromosome aberration formation. Generally, the published data indicate that the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) increases with decreasing of X-ray energy [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] whereas such trend has not been clearly demonstrated in some cell lines. [14] [15] [16] Ultrasoft X-rays strongly attenuate within the cells, resulting in reduction of of dose through a single cell, and hence the average dose absorbed by cell nuclei for a given incident dose is different for thick and thin cells. 3, 17, 18) Indeed, equivalent cell inactivation has been reported for iso-attenuating energies of 273 eV and 860 eV X-rays. 19) However, the experimental methods and interpretation of this latter study have been called into question. 20) Nevertheless, possible confounding due to cell thickness and dose attenuation does place uncertainties on alternative suggested interpretations that the critical damage is related to the more efficient clustering of energy deposition over nanometer distances with decreasing electron energy 17) and that biological effectiveness is in a combined function of the linear energy transfer (LET) and the range of electrons. 21, 22) In the generation of characteristic X-rays, appropriately accelerated electrons or protons striking at the target can eject the orbital electrons of the atoms, and X-rays are emitted when the orbital electrons from higher shells fill the *Corresponding author: Phone: +81-75-955-8943, Fax: +81-75-955-8943, E-mail: msasaki@emp.mbox.media.kyoto-u.ac.jp inner-shell vacancies giving X-ray energy corresponding to the difference between the electron binding energy of the two shells. The X-ray energies are characteristic of the element of which the target is made and appear superimposed on the continuous energy spectrum of bremsstrahlung. Since the applied voltage is usually several times higher than the desired characteristic X-ray energy, the minimization of the background contamination of bremsstrahlung is particularly important for mechanistic approaches to the biological effectiveness of the characteristic X-rays. A characteristic X-ray generating system of hot-filament type was constructed in the Radiation Biology Center (RBC) of Kyoto University for the irradiation of cultured mammalian cells as a cooperative research project of the RBC. The system includes the delivery of carbon K (
Optimization of beam characteristics and dosimetry were performed, and chromosomal effectiveness was studied in cultured mouse m5S cells. The irradiation system was proven to provide desired characteristic X-rays with a reasonably high dose rate. The chromosomal effectiveness was shown to be dependent on the X-ray energy, which was comparable to those in our earlier 21, 22) and German studies 23) in human peripheral blood lymphocytes irradiated with monochromatized synchrotron radiation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Characteristic X-ray generator
The outline of the chracteristic X-ray generator is shown in Fig. 1 . The X-ray tube is a hot-filament type and consists of replaceable target, replaceable X-ray windows, X-ray shutter, monitor chamber, sample dish holder, and vacuum pumping system with a roughing pump and a turbo-molecular pump to maintain a vacuum below 10 -4 Pa. The targets included Cu, Fe, Cr, Mo, Al and C. The tube voltage is adjustable from 1 kV to 20 kV in steps of 0.5 kV and the tube current is controlled from 1 mA to 100 mA in steps of 1 mA. The constancy and ripples of the power supply were within 0.1%. The target angle is 40 ° and the effective beam size is 3.2 mm × 3.2 mm at the focal spot and 4.6 mm × 3.0 mm on the target. The distance from the source to the flight tube window is 240 mm. The X-ray window 1 is either 5 µ m, 10 µ m or 400 µ m thick beryllium depending on the Xray energy. For the C K X-rays, 1.5 µ m Mylar windows with stainless meshes (200 lines/inch) were used for windows 1 and 2 keeping 10 Pa between them using differential pumping to separate the flight tube from the vacuum X-ray tube. The flight tube is filled with 1 atm of air or a flow of He or H 2 gas at a flow rate of 2 l/min. A cell culture dish with the bottom of 1.5 µ m Mylar film is placed in the sample holder. The monitor chamber rings, with a potential difference of 100 V between a central ring and outer rings, are installed in the flight tube to collect ions produced by X-rays transmitted therein. The switching speed of the shutter is less than 0.1 s.
Measurement of energy spectrum
Spectrometry was carried out using a pure germanium Xray spectrometer (ultralow-energy X-ray detector Model LEGe-GUL0035P, Canberra Industries Inc.). The detector (5 mm thickness, 6.2 mm active diameter, 30 mm 2 active area) has a 0.34 µ m thick polymer window, of which 0.04 µ m is an aluminium film to block ambient light. The window transmits 10% X-rays at the energy 100 eV. When necessary, absorbers were placed at the sample position in addition to a l.5 µ m Mylar film. Measurements were performed through a 20 µ m pin hole in a copper plate or in a lead plate (hole of arbitrary size) placed on window and the output pulses were analyzed with a multi-channel analyzer (Laboratory Equipment Co. 4k MCA installed in NEC Model PC9801RA personal computer). For the energy calibration, the linearity of the MCA channel was confirmed by a pulse generator (ORKEC Model 419) and then 4.952 keV 51 V K α X-rays emitted from 51 Cr, and 5.899 keV 55 Mn K α and 6.491 keV K β X-rays from 55 Fe were used as reference Xrays. The X-ray beams were confirmed by characteristic attenuation in air for C K , Mylar for Al K and Mo L , and aluminium for other X-rays. 
Measurement of dose rate and field uniformity
The dose rate at the sample position was measured by an extrapolation chamber (Far West Technology Inc., model EIC-1). The extrapolation chamber is a parallel-plate ion chamber with a cylindrical detection volume and a collection area of 0.82114 cm 2 . The detection volume is continuously adjustable by moving the spacing plate from 0.3 to 4.5 mm (1 mm/turn). Two thin windows made with graphite-coated 0.7 mg/cm 2 thick polypropylene were used for the dosimetry. The transmission of these two windows was measured for each X-ray beam. The ion chamber currents were measured with the electrometer of a Radocon Dosimeter (Victoreen Model 500). Based on the net-increase of the current, dI , at corresponding plate separation, dR , the absorbed dose was determined using the following equation as described by Hoshi et al .. 24) ( 1) where W is the average energy per ion pair in air, A is the effective collecting area, T is the transmission of the extrapolation chamber window, and e is the electron charge. The parameters, µ a = ρ a ( µ en / ρ ) a and µ t = ρ t ( µ en / ρ ) t , are mass attenuation coefficients for air and tissue, respectively. L is the distance from the source to the flight tube window. K is the temperature and pressure correction factor as defined by K = [1 + C /273](760/ P ) at temperature C in ° C and pressure P in mmHg in the ambient condition. The mass attenuation coefficients for the air and ICRU muscle 25) were determined from the tables of mass-energy absorption coefficients of Henke et al . 26) for C K X-rays and of Hubbell 27) for other Xrays. W values were estimated by deduction from the values of electron energy of Combecher 28) assuming pure characteristic X-rays.
The current of the monitor chamber was measured with a current integrator (ORTEC Model 439). The shutter was controlled by a timer-counter (ORTEC Model 771). The field uniformity was determined by exposing photographic films (Konica CS100E) to Al K X-rays at the flight tube window and scanning the optical density of the developed films using a densitometer (Gelman Model ACD-18) with a slit size 0.1 mm × 2 mm.
Cell culture and chromosome aberration analysis
Cultured mouse m5S cells were maintained in α -modified MEM culture medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 20mM HEPES. For irradiation, approximately 5 × 10 5 cells were plated in a Φ 30mm culture dish with a 1.5 µ m Mylar film base and incubated for 5 or 6 days at 37 ° C under aeration of 5% CO 2 and 95% air until cells became confluent and arrested at G 1 phase. At this stage, the S phase cells were below 0.1% (Ref. 29) . The culture dish was placed in the sample holder and irradiated. After 1 h postirradiation holding at 37 ° C for the repair of potentially lethal damage to be completed, 30) the cells were trypsinized and cultured in a Φ 100mm dish with fresh medium for 40 hrs including the last 24 hours in the presence of colcemid (0.05 µ g/ml). For comparison, m5S cells were similarly grown to confluence in conventional plastic Petri dishes, irradiated with 60 Co γ -rays, 137 Cs γ-rays and 200 kVp orthovoltage Xrays with a 1 mm Cu filter, and processed for chromosome aberration analysis in the same way. In each series of experiments, the cells were irradiated with 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 Gy. Chromosome preparations were made according to the Cbanding method described previously 29) and dicentric chromosomes were counted in 100-300 cells. The dose-response curves were constructed by the bootstrap method with an iteratively reweighted least squares fitting as described.
31)
RESULTS
Characterization of the irradiation system
The newly constructed characteristic X-ray generator proved to be highly stable and suitable for soft X-ray radiobiology. The properties of the irradiation system were first tested using an aluminium or copper target. The field uniformity at the flight tube window was determined by exposing photographic films with AlK X-rays at a dose which gave a
The dose uniformity at the flight tube window as measured by optical density of photographic films exposed to AlK X-rays.
half of the maximum optical density. Figure 2 shows the bidirectional distribution of optical density. The dose was uniformly distributed and the dose inhomogeneity at the sample position was less than 3%. In order to minimize the attenuation of X-rays, the flight tube was flushed by He or H2 gas at a flow rate of 2 l/min. With this flow rate, a full assuming pure characteristic X-rays. **) Transmission of two windows of the extrapolation chamber.
replacement level was achieved within 1 min as determined by the changes in the current reading of extrapolation chamber (data not shown). The monitor chamber was confirmed to be sensitive enough and responded in parallel with the extrapolation chamber, responding to a tube voltage as low as 2 kV for an aluminium target with the discharge current of 5 mA. The current reading was approximately two times higher than that of the extrapolation chamber at the flight tube window.
Optimization of energy spectra and dose rate
To generate the characteristic X-rays, copper (Cu), iron (Fe), chromium (Cr), molybdenum (Mo), aluminium (Al) and carbon (C) were used as targets. The gain of desired characteristic X-rays were tested by changing the tube voltage and selection of added filters. Figure 3 shows the MCA readings of the energy spectra. The best operating condition was obtained by changing the tube voltage alone for CuK, AlK and CK X-rays. For others, the energy spectra were further modulated by X-ray filters, i.e., aluminum filter for FeK and CrK and Mylar filter for MoL X-rays. The dose rate was determined by changing the collective volume by turning the separation plate of the extrapolation chamber and calculating according to equation (1) . The parameters used in the calculation of dose rate are shown in Table 1 . The calculated dose rates were consistent for all of 8 different collection volumes (data not shown). They were averaged to determine the dose rate. Table 2 shows the best operating conditions and dose rates for the irradiation of cultured mammalian cells.
Induction of dicentrics in mouse m5S cells
The chromosomal effectiveness of the characteristic Xrays was studied and compared with those for the high-energy γ-rays and conventional orthovoltage X-rays. Small numbers of aberrations were observed in the non-irradiated cultures which were prepared for each experiment and otherwise treated in the same way. The aberrations in the pooled control cultures were 4 dicentrics in 1575 cells (2.54 × 10 -3 per cell). Because of low spontaneous frequencies, the The energy spectra corresponding to those marked in Fig. 3 .
Fig. 4.
Cross sectional view of the m5S cell grown to confluence on 1.5 µm thick Mylar substrate. The cells fixed in situ on Mylar film sequentially with buffered glutaraldehyde and osmium tetroxide were washed in distilled water, dehydrated in graded series of ethanol and embedded in Epoxyresin as described by Raju et al.. 14) Serial sections of 2 µm thick were made and typical slices that were perpendicular to Mylar film and assumed to cross the center of the cells were selected for the measurement of cell thickness on transmission electron micrographs. frequencies of dicentrics in the irradiated cultures were fitted to a linear-quadratic dose-response model, Y = αD + βD 2 , being constrained to pass through the origin, where Y is aberration frequency on a per cell basis and D is dose in Gy. The dose responses were determined for two-types of doses; one for the surface dose, D0, incident to the cell surface and another for average nuclear dose, . The average nuclear dose was estimated by (2) where x1 is the thickness of the cytoplasmic layer between the Mylar surface and the nucleus, and x2 is the thickness of the nucleus. Parameter h is the correction function for the reduction in thickness by fixation. The density of ρ = 1.04 for muscle was adopted.
32) The cellular geometry was determined by transmission electron microscopy ( Fig. 4) . At confluence on a Mylar substrate, the total thickness of the cell was about 3.7 µm, where a 2.8 µm thick nucleus (about 12 µm diameter) was overlaid on a 0.6 µm thick cytoplasmic layer attached to the 1.5 µm Mylar substrate. A maximum reduction in the thickness (20%) in fixed samples of Townsend et al. 33) was adopted for the true thickness of the living cells (i.e., h = 1.2).
The dose-response relationships of dicentrics are presented in Fig. 5 and Table 3 . The dose-response was determined based on the average nuclear dose which was converted from the cell surface dose using the conversion factor, wn. At the equi-dose level, the aberration frequencies were higher as the photon energy decrease. However, the dose-response kinetics was not simply correlated with the photon energy.
As depicted in Fig. 6 , α terms increased with the decrease of photon energy down to about 10 keV and then declined with further decrease of the energy. In contrast, the β terms 34) were re-calculated using bootstrap method. The effective energy at 0.2 mm aluminium filter as adopted from Hoshi et al..
35)
**) Maximum RBE at low dose limit relative to 60 Co γ-rays as reference radiation.
stayed constant down to about 10 keV and then increased with further decrease of the energy. This unique energy dependency has notable similarities to those in human peripheral blood lymphocytes irradiated with monochromatized synchrotron produced radiation.
21-23)
DISCUSSION
A characteristic X-ray generator of hot-filament type was constructed for the irradiation of cultured mammalian cells. The characteristic X-rays include CuK, FeK, CrK, MoL, AlK and CK X-rays. The best operational conditions were sought by optimizing the tube voltage and adding filtration, and supply of X-rays with reasonably high purity at a high dose rate was confirmed. Throughout its use, the source has been observed to give precisely reproducible exposure. The longterm stability was also confirmed by output measurements before and after a series of experiments; e.g., over a period of at least 6 h of continuous operation.
The source has been successfully used to irradiate cultured mammalian cells. Quantitatively similar results have been obtained for the induction of dicentrics in cultured mouse m5S cells that are comparable to the results in human lymphocytes irradiated with monochromatized synchrotron radiation. [21] [22] [23] At least at the equi-dose level, the overall chromosomal effectiveness increased with decreasing photon energy. This is in agreement with observations in many laboratories, mostly using Chinese hamster V79, that ultrasoft X-rays are more effective than high energy X-and γ-rays.
3) Some exceptional cases of insensitivity to X-ray energy [14] [15] [16] have been in some way associated with the difference in cell thickness, 18) i.e., thicker cells tend to show higher RBE. The discrepancy could also be somehow related to the localization of dose to a sensitive target site within the cell and/or differing radiosensitivity of cell lines. 17) However, the present observations on the complex dose-response kinetics for the soft X-rays predict a complexity of energy-RBE relations and may shed light on such unsolved conundrums.
By definition, the RBE is expressed by a ratio of the doses of different radiations that give the same effects, i.e., the ratio of doses that satisfies αγDγ + βγDγ 2 = αxDx + βxDx 2 for comparison of X-rays against γ-rays as reference radiation. The RBE of X-rays against γ-rays is thus expressed by
The RBE is dependent on X-ray dose. Figure 7 shows the changes of RBE with nuclear dose of characteristic X-rays against 60 Co γ-rays. For the X-rays with energy higher than 10 keV, the RBE increases with decreasing photon energy because the α-term increases while the β-term is relatively constant (βx -βγ). However, for the X-rays with lower energies, similar energy dependency can only be seen at the high doses. In the low dose range, the energy dependency is reversed; i.e., the RBE decreases with the decrease of the photon energy. The RBE at low dose and low dose-rate, RBE M , is thus in the order of C K < Al K < Mo L < Cr K < Cu K for energy below 10 keV, and conversely CuK > 50 kVp > 200 kVp X-rays > 137 Cs γ-rays for energy above 10 keV (Table 3) . Such counter energy dependency shifts to a generally observed unidirectional inverse relation to the photon energy as the dose increases. The reversion occurs at doses around 1 to 2 Gy (with the exception of CK X-rays). Around this crossing dose, the RBE is about 2 to 3 but insensitive to the X-ray energy (excluding CK X-rays).
In human lymphocytes irradiated with synchrotron-produced monochromatic ultrasoft X-rays, 20, 21) the crossing point of dose for RBE is around 0.3 Gy, which is an order of magnitude smaller than that for m5S cells. This difference is due to the different value of β-term while α-terms show notable similarities between the two cell systems. The β-terms in the m5S cells were about 20% of those for human lymphocytes while the overall energy response kinetics were qualitatively similar. The G0 lymphocyte is a sphere of about 7 µm diameter, about 2 times thicker than m5S cells. There may be less chance for independently formed damage to interact in the thinly spread cell nuclei and hence give rise to a reduced two-track component, i.e., β-term. Since the radiation doses generally used in cell survival experiments are in the order of Gy's, the RBE could be more sensitive to the X-ray energy in thick cells compared with thin cells. The unique energy-and dose-dependency of RBE could be an underlying mechanism of the current discrepancy on the RBE of ultrasoft X-rays. The crossing points of dose for the CK X-rays appeared at lower doses. The reason for the difference from other X-rays is not clear. However, it could be somehow related to the uncertainty in dose assessment which is intrinsic to the strongly attenuating ultrasoft Xrays.
Photoelectrons generated in the cell nucleus by 0.28 keV CK X-rays have a CSDA range, a continuously slowing down approximation, of only about 7 nm, which is too short to hit two DNA molecules along a single path of an electron although it might be effective in producing clustered damage leading to double-strand breaks (DSB). This range limitation should be the basis of the reduction of the α-term and concomitant increase in the β-term, i.e., less probability of onetrack events and higher probability of two independent track events per unit dose for binary mis-repair of DSBs to lead chromosome exchange aberrations. This contrasts with the high energy X-or γ-rays, where the range of recoil electrons is sufficiently large to hit two DNA molecules as a one-track event, the probability of which is proportional to LET and hence inversely proportional to the energy. The inflection point of X-ray energy may lie at around 10 keV. This is in agreement with the conclusion reported earlier. 21, 22) In this interpretation, chromosome exchange aberration formed in G1 cells is correlated with the pairwise mis-rejoining of two DSBs by non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ). However, it is also necessary to consider an alternative possibility that even a single complex damage event may trigger the exchanges by recruiting undamaged DNA via a homologous recombination (HR) pathway. 36, 37) The difference may not lie in the modeling but could be at least in part related to the cell cycle stages at the time of irradiation since NHEJ predominates in the G1 stage while HR is activated in S and G2 stages.
38) The cell cycle stage specificity of the two types of repair pathways is in favor of the former mechanism in the cells arrested at G1 stage. The present interpretation also predicts a curvature of the dose response and a strong doserate effect for ultrasoft X-rays, which issues remain for further studies.
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